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ABSTRACT
This paper presents some of the main aspets of the software library that has been developed for the redution
of optial and infrared images, an integral part of the end-to-end survey system being built to support publi
imaging surveys at ESO. Some of the highlights of the new library are: unbiased estimates of the bakground,
ritial for deep IR observations; eient and aurate astrometri solutions, using multi-resolution tehniques;
automati identiation and masking of satellite traks; weighted o-addition of images; reation of optial/IR
mosais, and appropriate management of multi-hip instruments. These various elements have been integrated
into a system using XML tehnology for setting input parameters, driving the various proesses, produing
omprehensive history logs and storing the results, binding them to the supporting database and to the web.
The system has been extensively tested using deep images as well as images of rowded elds (e.g., globular
lusters, LMC), proessing at a rate of 0.5 Mega-pixels per seond using a DS20E ALPHA omputer with two
proessors. The goal of this presentation is to review some of the main features of this pakage.
Keywords: Image Proessing, Astrometry Registration, Fringes, XML.
1. INTRODUCTION
The ESO Imaging Survey (EIS)
3
projet at ESO is an ongoing eort to ondut publi imaging surveys and
to develop the required infrastruture and software tools to support the large volume of optial/infrared data
expeted from suh surveys, using dediated imaging telesopes suh as VST and VISTA.
Sine 1997 EIS
10
has onduted a variety of medium-size optial/infrared surveys. The hallenge has been
to ope with the variety of imagers and observing strategies and, more reently, with the large volume of data
oming from the wide-eld imager (WFI) mounted on the 2.2 m telesope at La Silla. In the early phases
of this projet the main eort was to adapt existing software to the projet's partiular needs leading to the
use of dierent pakages (e.g., IRAF, ECLIPSE). This made it diult to develop a ommon environment
for operations. Therefore, for the past two years an eort has been made to develop a ommon, end-to-end,
integrated system apable of supporting un-supervised redution. From the EIS survey system it is possible
to prepare observations, retrieve raw data and onvert these to siene grade produts in the form of fully
alibrated pixel maps, atalogs and other derived produts
6
. This eort has progressed in several fronts and
inludes the development of an administrative wrapper using Python, graphi user interfaes (Tl/Tk), the
integration of a supporting database (Sybase), a suite of survey tools and an image proessing pakage.
Coping with the large volume of data expeted in the future, and the multi-wavelength nature of the publi
imaging surveys urrently being onduted requires the image redution software to have a high-throughput
and to be instrument-independent. This has been aomplished using a new, C-based library whih integrates
XML tehnology and a host of new algorithms to deal with a variety of situations enountered in observations
overing the optial and infrared domains, while using single- and multi-hip instruments. Here a brief review
of the main onepts and algorithms is presented.
2. PREPARATION STEPS FOR REDUCTION
As stated earlier, the software developed is apable of supporting single-CCD or multi-CCD instruments, and
a variety of eletroni layouts (several over-san areas and read-out ports). To support an instrument the
system requires the following information. First, a list of basi keywords (seven in total) in the FITS header of
the original must be translated into those reognized by the system. All others are re-omputed as required to
onform to the internal onvention and ensure onsisteny throughout the proessing phase. Seond, information
about the amera used suh as: the number of CCDs, their geometri layout in the array, and the eletroni
layout of eah CCD. The eletroni layout is dened by the loation of the oversan areas, and the number,
loation and properties (read-out noise and gain) of dierent read-out ports. These dene dierent quadrants
on the image, whih must be known for a proper redution. Third, the denition of Redution Modes (RM; see
setion 4) spei to that instrument.
One this information is available and the raw data are on disk the proess an start. The rst step is
to hek the number of ts extensions in the raw images. If this number orresponds to the number of CCD
hips expeted for the instrument, the original raw image is split into individual ones. The seond step is
to translate the keywords in the ts header of the raw images, using the ditionary mentioned above, and to
hek for their existene and integrity. The third step is to organize the raw images by reognizing their types
(siene, standards, alibration) and to reate redution bloks (RBs). These onsist of groups of images taken
sequentially and sharing the same lter and/or position (in the ase of siene images). Calibration frames
are also sorted by their type namely bias, dark, dome ats and twilight ats. Dark exposures with the same
integration time are grouped together. These alibration RBs an be further ombined aording to a period of
validity dened by the user. Finally, eah RB is assigned a RM whih tells the system how these images should
be redued and the parameters to use for eah sub-proess.
The redution mode arries information about the instrument (number of hips, hip size, oversan region,
read-out ports, gain, readout-noise) and attributes suh as the type of image (dark, bias, at, standard, siene),
type of survey (extragalati or galati elds), and passband (optial/infrared). Eah of these attributes may
require a speial sequene of proesses and/or suitable parameters. The information ontained in the RB is used
to dene the sequene of proesses and the optimal parameters for eah instrument and passband. The present
system is apable of sorting out these various piees of information and use the spei modules required with
the appropriate set of parameters. To a large extent this is the major advantage of an integrated system as the
one desribed here.
For siene frames, besides the RB, one has also to provide additional information suh as the astrometri
referene atalog to be used in the registration of the images and the denition of a referene grid onto whih
the nal redued images will be mapped. This referene grid is dened by a referene sky position, a pixel sale
and orientation (e.g., north-up; east-left) and a projetion (e.g., TAN, COE). The use of a referene grid is not
mandatory but is reommended for deep observations and mosais sine it is easier to o-add images sharing
the same grid onvention.
In the survey system version, the Python wrapper an use the original groups and apply additional onstraints
to lter out images. For instane, it is possible to restrit images based on the variation of the seeing (urrently
based on the values of the seeing monitor), the time or airmass interval overed, and enfore that the redution
blok orresponds to the original observation bloks (OB), as dened by ESO's data ow system.
Before the atual redution of the data, some additional heks are required. The rst hek is on the
auray of the referene pixel stored in the header. This is important in order to detet possible large osets
from the expeted loation whih may our due to hanges in the pointing model at the telesope. This is also
ritial given the onvention adopted by ESO for the CRVALs and CRPIXs values in the FITS header of the
raw images (espeially SUSI2and WFI). This hek is arried out using a ross-orrelation tehnique between
two images. The rst is a low-resolution (under-sampling by a fator of 8 the original pixel sale of the CCD
onsidered) version of a mok image reated from the referene atalog drawn from a muh larger area than
one CCD (ranging from 4 to 36 times the original eld-of-view). The other is onstruted from the siene
image to the same resolution as the one adopted earlier using wavelet transform, padded with zeros to math
the mok image size. In preparing the low-resolution siene image, are must be taken to remove osmi rays
and the eet that a few bright stars may have on the results. A more detailed desription of the method will
be presented in a forthoming paper. The peak of the ross-orrelation yields the oset that must be applied
to the values of CRPIXs in the header to orrespond to the values of the CRVALs. This orretion is then
applied to all frames (individual hips) belonging to the same night or an arbitrary period of validity speied
by the user. This proedure is possible thanks to the speed of the algorithm whih works with low-resolution
images and benets from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). One advantage of arrying out this referene pixel
hek at the preparation phase is to assure that during redution only a renement of the astrometri solution is
required. Note, however, that the method is only valid for orreting translations. When dealing with multi-hip
instruments some algorithms (see setion 3) require information about the exat loation of eah hip and this
must be heked by the system. Sine it is not advisable to rely in the order in whih they appear in the FITS
le, whih may (have) hange in time, this must be omputed. One new CRPIX values are available these are
used to dene the geometry of the array and to ross-hek if the omputed CRPIXs are onsistent.
3. HANDLING CALIBRATION FRAMES
Normally, the rst RBs to be redued are those assoiated with the alibration frames. However, it is also
possible to assign external master alibrations, in whih ase this step an be skipped. Eah alibration RB of
the losed type (dark and bias) ontaining at least three frames a median value is omputed and a master
bias and dark are reated following the validity period speied. Several master darks may exist with dierent
exposure times. In general, darks are only used for IR redution, sine their ontribution for modern optial
CCDs is negligible. The RB for ats (dome or twilight) ontains only frames within a speied range of ounts,
the others being rejeted in the preparation phase. Eah frame is then subtrated by the master bias or, in
the ase of IR, by the orresponding (same exposure time) master darks. Eah frame is then divided by their
mean to provide normalized images and a median value is omputed to produe the master at. The same
proedure is adopted for dome and twilight ats, but urrently for test redutions the twilight at is normally
used leading to good results. One exeption is the IR images taken with SOFI at La Silla. SOFI uses the so
alled speial-ats, requiring a speial redution proedure whih is urrently not yet available. Instead the ats
prepared on the mountain are used.
One a master at is available a bad-pixel (hot/old/dead pixels) map is reated by agging pixels with
intensities greater or smaller than a threshold level on an image storing the dierene between the master at
and a smooth version of it produed by omputing a median in a 10×10 box. This is done automatially and
on-the-y for eah redution with no need for saving this map. At this point the information about the read-out
ports is important in order to avoid smoothing over the border of dierent quadrants. Otherwise these borders
will be agged as bad-pixels.
The master at also haraterizes the noise level of the pixels whih an be used to dene the notion of
weight map (pixels with a low eieny should have a smaller signal-to-noise). This notion is ritial in the
o-addition of images and for a homogeneous soure extration at a xed signal-to-noise level. The weight map
is equal to the master at. It an also be generalized by multiplying it by the bad-pixel map whih gives zero
weight to the rejeted pixels. This weight map is then assoiated to all raw siene frames within the validity
period of the master at. It is important to emphasize that the weight map is equivalent to an eetive exposure
map.
The proedure desribed above also applies to multi-CCD instruments, with the system splitting the raw
images into individual CCDs. The administration of these several les is arried out internally by the system and
it is transparent to the user. However, for CCD arrays an additional step is neessary, namely the orretion for
variations of the gain from hip-to-hip along the array so as to enfore that all the master ats of the dierent
CCDs have the same gain.
This orretion is omputed separately and for eah lter using long exposures and assuming that all CCDs
in the array have the same gain. Hene, after they are orreted for instrumental eets (bias, dark, at),
they should share the same bakground value. Under this assumption the bakground is omputed at the four
borders (left, top, right, bottom) of eah CCD in the array. If dierenes in the ounts are found, a ux-saling
fator for eah CCD is omputed suh as to minimize these dierenes. The ats are then multiplied by the
Figure 1. Main available steps of a Redution Mode.
derived ux sale. For the instruments onsidered (e.g., SUSI2, WFI) these dierenes are typially less than
10%. It is important to note that this alulation does not take into aount nor orrets for illumination eets.
The derivation of the illumination orretion needs to be done separately and it is not yet fully implemented.
In priniple, this proedure prevents the need for the alulation of independent photometri alibrations
for eah hip. However, the robustness of the proedure must be independently monitored by omputing
photometri solutions hip by hip. Suh a faility is provided by the survey system.
4. HANDLING SCIENCE FRAMES
4.1. Redution
The pipeline oers dierent ways to proess a redution blok of raw images. As mentioned earlier these are
set by the Redution Mode (RM) assigned to it. In the present framework four main modules are available
as shematially shown in Figure 1. Also indiated at the bottom are the external dependenies (e.g., master
alibration images and hip layout, weight map, and referene atalogs for the absolute astrometri solution) of
eah of the modules. The urrent system onsists of the following steps:
• Removal of instrument signature - For eah optial image the master bias is oversan orreted
quadrant by quadrant and subtrated from the siene images. Next the siene images are divided by
the master at. A similar proedure is adopted for the IR images exept that instead of the master bias,
the master dark with the appropriate exposure time is used. An option is available to interpolate aross
bad pixels. In general, however, sine multiple exposures are available this is taken into aount by the
weight map during the o-addition proess.
• Removal of loal bakground - this module is normally used to deal with images observed in
passbands where both low and high-frequeny features suh as fringes are present in the bakground.
This is typially the ase for the red passbands in the optial (R and more onspiuously in I) and in
the infrared domains. A rst rude attempt to estimate the loal bakground is done by assuming that
the observed features are stable in pixel oordinates. A rst estimate of the loal bakground level is
omputed as the median of the the intensity of all images in the RB at that pixel. Next all images in the
RB are subtrated by this estimated bakground. However, as shown in sub-setion 5.1 this estimate is
bias and greatly aets the ux of faint objets. To improve the bakground estimate it is neessary to
mask out objets. In order to do that the images are registered using one of them as referene, and the
values are added and divided by the number of images ontributing at the position of the pixel in the new
grid. Objets are extrated from this image and a mask image is reated. This mask is then applied to the
original images in the RB at their original pixel oordinates. Pixels inside the masks are then disarded
in the alulation of the mean for a seond estimate of the bakground. This seond estimate is then used
to subtrat the bakground of eah image. The resulting RB is then used by the next module. In ases
where there are not enough exposures or for very rowded elds the system uses an external fringing map
as disussed in sub-setion 5.1.
• Removal of low-frequeny bakground - this module omputes and removes the bakground of
eah image. This proedure assumes that the images have a smooth bakground (using a median of a
top-hat lter) and that the smoothing sale is larger than the largest objet in the image. For eah
image a mini-bakground is omputed (aording to the smoothing sale adopted) and an estimate of
the bakground, for eah quadrant, is omputed merging a user speied number of mini-bakgrounds.
One this estimate is available the mini-bakgrounds are re-sampled bak to the original image sale and
subtrated from all images in the RB. In the ase of IR observations arried out in nights of variable
onditions, it is reommended to deal with eah image separately. At this point any residual imprint of
the quadrant struture in the CCD is removed.
• RB staking & Astrometri alibration - the nal module of the redution part is responsible for
produing a nal image whih ombines all the images in the RB, normalized to one seond integration
time (and omputing an eetive gain), by alulating the mean value at eah loation, and astrometrially
alibrating the nal image. The noise of the normalized images in the RB are omputed and for RBs with
at least three images the noise distribution is examined and outliers are removed. In ase the individual
images have suient high S/N objets, the astrometri referene atalog speied in the previous setion is
used to reate a mok image (as disussed above) using the referene grid speied at the preparation level,
to determine the absolute astrometri registration for eah image whih are warped and then ombined.
This is normally the ase used for optial images with exeption perhaps of usually shallower U -band
exposures. For the latter and for all IR images a relative astrometri solution is found, images are then
warped and ombined. This nal image is then astrometrially alibrated using the referene atalog
mapped (warped) to the nal referene grid, exatly in the same way as above. One the images in the
RB are registered (absolutely or relatively) osmi rays are removed using a sigma-lipping tehnique. At
this point, the Hough transform (see sub-setion 5.3) is applied to identify possible satellite traks. If
found, pixels along a strip surrounding the trak are rejeted. Finally, the weight map is used to mask
out bad pixels. This is done before warping the images. In general, this module deals with sky-subtrated
images oming out from the previous modules. However, this is not required sine in some ases it is
of interest to keep the smooth part of the original image bakground. On the other hand, this module
an only be used after fringes have been removed, sine they greatly impat the wavelet deomposition,
speially in the medium-resolution sales whih is used for the rst estimate of the astrometri alibration.
In the ase of images for whih the bakground has not been removed, osets in the bakground level,
due to variations in sky brightness during the time interval of the RB, are orreted for using one of the
images as referene. The nal staked image is trimmed aording to a user speied minimum number
of ontributing images. The weight map of the nal image is the sum of the original weights properly
normalized and warped, taking into aount the exposure times of the original images.
Typial examples of redution modes are: 1) deep IR images and optial images in I-band all modules are
ative; 2) in the ase of the bluer passbands, the loal bakground module an be bypassed; 3) in the ase of
rowded elds, suh as those in the Pre-Flames survey, only the rst and the last modules are used.
4.2. Final Produts
Often the observations are arried out as a sequene of OBs. Therefore, at the end of the redutions several
redued RBs are available all sharing the same referene grid. At this point these intermediate images an
be ombined using the weight maps and the noise, as weight. At this stage a further rejetion of osmi rays
is applied leading to the removal of lower S/N features not deteted in the original frames. In the ase of
multi-hip instruments at the end of the proess the RBs of the individuals CCDs are merged together into the
nal image as speied by the referene grid. This assumes that ux saling orretion of the ats desribed
earlier is adequate. Otherwise, an external orretion fator for eah CCD has to be provided and an external
module has to be used to ombine and merge the dierent hips.
Figure 2. An illustration of the two methods used to estimate the bakground: Left: a simple median ltering; Right:
median ltering after masking objets in the nal staked image, as desribed in the text.
5. ALGORITHMS
5.1. Removal of Fringes
As mentioned in the previous setion fringes are a ommon phenomenom present on near-infrared images.
Fringes are an additive signal stemming from sky emission lines, making a non-negligible ontribution to the
total signal, typially of the order of 10% of the bakground level. Hene, subtrating its ontribution is
essential for a proper redution of the image. While in the optial, the fringing pattern is relatively stable (but
exeptions exist) over the time sale of a night, in the infrared the fringes vary very quikly. Fortunately, the
fringing pattern is largely independent of the pointing and onseutive images share the same pattern. This
allows them to be separated from the astronomial objets by shifting the pointing observations. While the
objets will fall in dierent pixel loations the fringes will not.
Therefore, a rst rude estimate of the fringing pattern is to ompute the median at every pixel using the
estimator E given by
Bi, j = E
(
Pni, j−µn, ∀n
)
(1)
where Bi, j is the omputed bakground at the loation (i, j), Pni, j is the ounts of the pixel (i, j) of the n
th
image, and, µn is the mean of the n
th
image. Subtration of µn is important beause it may vary from one
image to another in the ase of non-photometri nights. The estimator apply on the RB is shown in Figure 2
on the left panel.
Unfortunately, this estimator is biased due to the presene of faint astronomial objets whih annot be
deteted in the individual images due to their low S/N. However, if all images are ombined these objets an
have a signiant ontribution. For instane, for an RB with 60 images objets deteted in the nal image
with a S/N ∼ 2 have a S/N ∼ 0.25 on the individual images. Negleting their ontribution in estimating the
bakground leads to an overestimate of the bakground, and onsequently to an underestimate of the ux of
the objets. This eet an be as large as 0.2 mag near the limiting magnitude.
In order to improve the estimator E in equation (1) it is neessary to distinguish pixels whih have the
bakground value from those ontaminated by the light of objets as illustrated in the right side of Figure 2.
In order to do that one has to use the rst estimate of the bakground, ombine the sky-subtrated images,
detet objets, and reate masks whih enompass surrounding pixels ontaining the objet. These masks are
then mapped bak to the individual images and used to disard pixels in a seond estimate of the bakground.
Typially, the mask size is taken to be about twie the estimated size of the objets. The estimator apply on
the RB with the mask is shown in Figure 2 on the right pannel.
If the bakground is evolving during the total exposure time, it an be estimated only from some images
observed onseutively. The algorithm allows to speify a range of images to be used to estimated the bak-
ground. In the IR the bakground is evolving faster, and a range of typially 15 images is used to ompute the
bakground, orresponding to 15 minutes of observation.
One limitation of the method is that, for large objets and very dense regions it may be impossible to see
the sky, in whih ase holes will appear in the nal image. In order to avoid this ase a proper hoie of the
amplitude of the jitter pattern is ritial.
5.2. Astrometri registration using wavelet transform
In the pipeline astrometri solutions are omputed either in a relative or in an absolute way. For instane,
relative astrometry is done for the staking of an RB using one of the images as referene, while an absolute
astrometri alibration requires an astrometri referene atalogue and a grid. In both ases the solution is
found using the onept of multi-resolution (referene), by omparing low-resolution images obtained from a
wavelet deomposition. In the ase of a referene atalog this is done by rst reating a mok image to map the
objets listed in the atalog onto a referene image aording to the grid onvention. This method is referred
to as pixel-based image registration
4
.
The alulation of the geometrial distortion between the two images requires: 1) the identiation of a set of
well dened astronomial objets (ontrol points, hereafter CP) in both images; 2) the denition of a funtional
form for the deformation model whih maps a point (x, y) in the input image to a point (X,Y ) on the referene
image; 3) the reation of the distorted or orreted image, whih requires the adoption of an interpolation or
warping method.
The distortion model adopted by the pipeline is a pair of bivariate polynomials given by:


Xi =
N∑
p=0
N−p∑
q=0
apq x
p
i y
q
j = P (xi, yi)
Yi =
N∑
p=0
N−p∑
q=0
bpq x
p
i y
q
i = Q (xi, yi)
(2)
Where (X
i
, Yi) are the oordinates of the i
th
CP in the referene image and (xi, yi) the orresponding CP
from the input image. N is the degree of the polynomial. Usually, the degree of the polynomial is one or two for
instruments with a small eld-of-view and up to four otherwise. Then follows the omputation of the unknown
parameters (
(N+1)(N+2)
2 for eah polynomial) using the least mean square estimator (LMSE).
The most diult step of the proess is to assoiate the CP from the input image with the CP from the
referene image. CP are randomly spread and an be very dense. The assoiations annot be done using any
window searh beause multiple assoiations will oure and will bias the distortion estimation. The idea of
the wavelet transform, is to work with dierent resolutions and therefore give a onstraint for the minimum
distane between CP.
Let Ir be the referene image and Ii be the input image. On eah image the wavelet transform with the
so alled algorithm à trous
8
is performed up to the sale L produing two wavelet images Wil and Wrl with:
l ∈ (1, L) from the two images Ii and Ir. L being the initial dyadi step, it orresponds to the large details
of the images. A detetion proedure on WiL is ahieved and only the loal maxima with amplitude greater
than three times the sigma of the noise are kept. Theses loal maxima play the role of CP. They orrespond
to signiant image patterns, and have to be found in the orresponding wavelet plan of the referene image
WrL. The assoiation is done with a window searh. The searh radius is set to 2
L−1
pixels, and orresponds
to the half of the maximum wavelength (Shannon onstraint) appearing at the sale L. This radius assures no
multiple assoiations. At this sale idential CP an be mathed with ondene, and therefore the relationship
between the oordinates of the dierent images an be determined. This provides a rough estimation of the
Figure 3. Wavelet transform of the referene image (simulated image from a atalog), and the wavelet transform of the
input image to be registered. The irles show some assoiations done with the window searh sale by sale. Only a
part of the wavelet planes are shown via a zoom from one sale to a lower one, in order to improve the visibility. Sale
5 is the last sale (lowest-resolution) of the wavelet transform. A rough distortion model is dedued from this sale. It
is then rened with the other sale up to sale 1. The nal distortion model is made with a seond order polynomial.
distortion model. Considering now the wavelet images of order L− 1, a new set of maxima in eah wavelet plan
is deteted. The oordinates of eah maximum deteted are then transformed in the referene image using the
previous estimation of the distortion model. This follows an iterative proess until the last sale orresponds to
the wavelet plan of the best resolution, establishing thus the best goemetrial orrespondane. A rst degree
polynomial is used for the sale L, but the degree an inreased for the last sales.
For eah input pixel at loation (i, j) is omputed (k, l), where k = P (i, j) and l = Q (i, j). The oordinates
of the distorted pixel (k, l) are generally not integers, so an interpolation must be done to alulate the intensity
value for the output pixel. Nearest-neighbor, bi-linear, bi-ubi, splines, and Lanoz interpolations are the most
widely used
2
. Currently, only the nearest-neighbor and Lanoz are used with the latter providing the best
results.
The advantage of the multi-resolution approah is that it is insensitive to the presene of spurious objets in
the referene atalog (stars with large proper motion, objets that do not appear on the observed image due to
their olor). This multi-resolution approah has also proven to be very eient in very rowded areas suh as
the Small Magellani Cloud. Exhaustive tests have also been performed on images of the open luster Messier
67 observed with wide-eld imager
9
.
5.3. Satellite trak detetion
A frequent problem enountered in imaging surveys using wide-eld imagers is the presene of a signiant
number of satellite traks. This is a non-trivial problem for survey work sine these features, if not identied
in the original exposures, will appear in the nal o-added image. The presene of these traks are not only
unpleasant from the osmeti point of view but also have a onsiderable impat on the derived produts (soure
extration). One propagated to the nal image, none of the available options are adequate. One an either
mask the nal image, whih may ontinue to aet the soure extration, or to go bak to the individual
exposures, mask the visible traks, and stak the images again. While this manual proess an be done for a
few images it is ertainly not feasible for large data ows given the high inidene of these features. Therefore, a
robust system must be able to identify and remove these unwanted features automatially during the proessing
phase whih preedes the staking
11
.
Fortunately, this problem an be takled using the Fast Hough Transform (FHT)
7
sine a trak onsists of a
set of points aligned in an otherwise quasi-random distribution of points. The method is based on the fat that
the FHT transforms points to the original spae into lines (using Bresenham's proedure) in the Hough spae.
In this spae the intersetion of the lines orrespond to the parameters of a straight line in the original spae.
Figure 4. Example of the FHT of two sets of aligned points.
Figure 5. Deteted trak in Hough Spae, displayed as a dotted line in the original image.
The Hough spae is a two-dimensional spae in whih eah point x, y in the image spae is transformed
into a line given by y = −x ∗ X + y. The amplitude in the Hough spae is the sum of the number of points
ontributing at eah position in this spae. The alignement of N points in real spae following the relatiion
yi = a ∗ xi + b, where i = 1, N , will imply a peak in the intensity of the amplitude in Hough spae at the point
(X = a, Y = b) given by b = −xi ∗ a+ yi. This transformation is illustrated in Figure 4 where two traks in real
spae are shown in the left panel and the Hough transform of all points along these two lines are represented
in the Hough spae in the right panel. As disussed above the intersetion of the point-transformed leads to
an intersetion in the Hough spae yielding a loal maximum. The identiation of these high-amplitude peaks
yields the oeients a and b that orrespond to the slope and the oset of the trak in real spae.
Note, however, that the ase shown is valid only for slopes in the interval [−1,+1]. In order to deal with
slopes outside this range and limit the size of the FHT spae, the original atalog is ipped to satisfy the same
onditions. Therefore, the atual implementation of the algorithm onsists of two steps.
Using the method desribed above a atalog is extrated from single exposures onsidering signiant loal
maxima. This atalog is FHTed, and a high-pass lter is used to remove the onstant response of FHT. Finally,
possible traks are identied on the Hough ltered image applying a xed threshold given by
√
N
k
, where N is
the number of points in atalog, and, k is the sensitivity fator. Tests show that k = 2 is adequate for very
faint detetions without false positives. To illustrate the method Figure 5 shows a portion of an image with
a faint satellite trak (left panel), where the dashed line represents the line deteted by the proedure on the
Hough ltered image (right panel). This methodology has now been implemented in the EIS pipeline and it is
routinely used with very good results.
Figure 6. An illustration of an HTML page reated from the XML log produed by the system. It displays the
main parameters whih dene the Redution Mode used for the IR amera ISAAC, mounted on one of the ESO VLT
telesopes. The redution mode shown is used for proessing images observed with the lters H or K. The eld properties,
for instane, lists the minimum number of images in the RB and the minimum amplitude of the jitter pattern required
for the exeution of this RM. Dependenies lists the master alibration images needed for redution. In this example all
steps of the redution mode are ative, namely: instrumental eet removal; loal bakground estimation using masks;
removal of low-frequeny bakground; and staking using relative astrometry, followed by an absolute registration of
the staked image using a referene grid speied in the setion dependenies. Also shown are possible settings for the
various sub-proesses suh as: noisy image rejetion, osmi rays removal and trak detetion using Hough transform.
6. GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE CODE AND PERFORMANCE
The software pakage presented here is an evolution of the so alled multi-resolution visual model or MVM, whih
onsists of basi funtions for operations on images, wavelet transform and image registration, omplemented
by open soure libraries suh as CFITSIO, FFTW and LIBXML2, among others. The MVM library is written
in C++ and runs on dierent platforms: SUN-OS, TRUE-64 on an ALPHA omputer, and PC-Linux. Using
these basi bloks the pakage desribed in this paper has been developed over the past two years to deal with
the spei needs of astronomial images and onsists of 90.000 lines of ode. The various proesses are bound
together by employing the Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) tehnology whih is used to input parameters,
as a way of ommuniating between dierent modules, as an internal database and to store the history of the
proess. The latter an be muh more omprehensive than it would be possible in the FITS header of the
image. Furthermore, the assoiated XML les an be translated to any format and make their ontent available
in a human-readable form using suitable style-sheets (XSLT protool), whih an be proessed to produe
and display HTML pages. An example is shown in gure 6 where the parameters haraterizing a partiular
redution mode are shown. The gure illustrates the use of a partiular style-sheet whih produes a onise
desription for internal use. A more omprehensive style-sheet is used for other users, whih gives more detailed
information about eah parameter.
By using a ommon library approah, instead of a onatenation of stand-alone programs, the pakage avoids
Survey name Type of survey Instrument Detetor Size # si images CPU time
CDF South
1
deep optial WFI  2.2 8 x 2k x 4k 246 9 h
CDF South
12
deep IR SOFI  NTT 1 x 1k x 1k 4300 3h
Pre Flame survey
9
stellar optial WFI  2.2 8 x 2k x 4k 26 1h
GOOD survey
5
deep IR ISAAC  VLT 1 x 1k x 1k 6000 4h
Table 1. Examples of the performane of the system.
unneessary aess to disk and the entire redution is arried out in memory, thereby enhaning signiantly
the data rate of the proess. This is paramount for dealing with large data volumes, and is true both for
the stand-alone implementation and the plug-in version for the survey system. In the latter ase, the Python
wrapper is only responsible for the preparation and the administration of the RBs, thereafter launhing the
redution proess. The ommuniation between Python and the library is only done at the beginning and at
the end of the proess via the XML onguration and log les produed.
The stand-alone version of the pakage has been extensively used to redue images from a variety of past
and ongoing publi surveys allowing thus a fairly robust estimate of its performane. Some examples are given
in Table 1, where the survey name, type, instrument, detetor size, number of images and total time required
for the redution are listed.
The performane refers to an Alpha DS20E running at 666 MHz with two CPUs. The values listed above
yield a typial redution data-rate of 0.5 Mega-pixels per seond for optial images, and 0.4 Mega-pixels per
seond for IR images (whih requires the removal of fringes). The overhead time for the preparation and the
redution of the alibration images depends on the instrument, and it is typially 50 perent of the redution
time. The pipeline has also been tested suessfully on other multi-CCD instruments suh as: the CFHT 12k
amera, and the SUSI2 instrument mounted on the ESO-NTT telesope.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper a new image redution system, inorporating new tehnologies and algorithms is presented. It
is part of the eort of the EIS team at ESO to develop an integrated, end-to-end survey system apable of
onverting raw images to siene-grade produts from multi-wavelength, multi-instrument publi surveys. The
system inorporates a number of proedures design to ope with a variety of partiular situations enountered
in real observations overing the optial/infrared domain. The system has a high-throughput (∼ 0.5 Mega-
pixels/se) and handles the entire suite of imagers available at ESO. It also makes extensive use of XML
tehnology to interfae with the user and to provide the full history of the proess. The ode is written in
C++ and it is platform independent. The development of new algorithms is still ongoing (e.g., illumination
orretion) as well as work aiming at the full integration of the library into the survey system. Eorts are also
made to prepare the required doumentation and user interfae to make the stand-alone version of the image
redution pipeline publily available.
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